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The electromagnetic decays of the ground state baryon multiplets with one heavy quark are calculated using
heavy hadron chiral perturbation theory. The M1 and E2 amplitudes for S*→Sg , S*→Tg and S→Tg are
separately computed. All M1 transitions are calculated up to O(1/Lx2). The E2 amplitudes contribute at the
same order for S*→Sg , while for S*→Tg they first appear at O1/(mQLx2) and for S→Tg are completely
negligible. The renormalization of the chiral loops is discussed and relations among different decay amplitudes
are derived. We find that chiral loops involving electromagnetic interactions of the light pseudoscalar mesons
provide a sizable enhancement of these decay widths. Furthermore, we obtain an absolute prediction for
G(Jc08(*)→Jc0g) and G(Jb28(*)→Jb2g). Our results are compared to other estimates existing in the
literature.
PACS number~s!: 12.39.Fe, 12.39.Hg, 13.40.Hq, 14.20.LqI. INTRODUCTION
In some kinematical regions, which are not far from the
chiral and heavy quark limits, both chiral perturbation @1#
and heavy quark effective theories ~HQET! @2# can be simul-
taneously used. In the mQ→‘ limit, baryons containing a
heavy quark can emit and absorb light pseudoscalar mesons
without changing its velocity v . In heavy hadron chiral per-
turbation theory ~HHCPT! one constructs an effective La-
grangian whose basic fields are heavy hadrons and light me-
sons @3–6#. In Ref. @7#, the formalism is extended to include
also electromagnetism.
We use this hybrid effective Lagrangian to calculate the
electromagnetic decay width of the ground state baryons
containing a c or a b quark. We consider the decays S*
→Sg and S (*)→Tg . For most of these decays the available
phase space is small, so that the emission of a pion is sup-
pressed or even forbidden and the electromagnetic process
becomes relevant. Some of these decays are starting to be
measured @8#, which makes it necessary to perform a detailed
theoretical analysis.
Some theoretical calculations of these decays can be al-
ready found in the literature. The O(1/Lx) amplitudes were
first computed in Ref. @7#, using HHCPT. A more detailed
analysis was presented in Ref. @9#, where the widths G(Sc
→Tcg) are estimated using heavy-quark and chiral symme-
tries implemented within the non-relativistic quark model. A
similar procedure is followed in Ref. @10#, where the heavy-
quark symmetry is supplemented with light-diquark symme-
tries to calculate the widths G(Sc1→Lc1g) and G(Sc ,b*
→Sc ,bg). The authors of Ref. @11# apply the relativistic
quark model to predict the electromagnetic decays G(Sc(*)
→Tcg) and G(Sc1*→Sc1g). In Ref. @12#, G(Sb*→Sbg)
and G(Sb0(*)→Lb0g) are computed with light cone QCD
sum rules at leading order in HQET. All these references
consider only transitions of the M1 type. Finally, Ref. @13#
estimates the ratio of the E2 and M1 amplitudes for
G(Sc1*→Lc1g).
Here, we study all possible S (*)→Tg and S*→Sg de-
cays in the context of HHCPT, considering both M1 and E20556-2821/2000/61~9!/094009~9!/$15.00 61 0940transitions. Section II collects the HHCPT formalism as in-
troduced in Ref. @7#: the effective fields representing S and T
baryons, the lowest order chiral Lagrangian and the
O(1/mQ) and O(1/Lx) terms. In order to renormalize the
resulting chiral loops, the introduction of higher-order opera-
tors with unknown couplings is required. In the case of S*
→Sg , we calculate all contributions up to O(1/Lx2) for M1
and E2 transitions. We find that all divergences and scale
dependence can be absorbed in the redefinition of one
O(1/Lx) coupling for each type of process (M1,E2). These
results are presented in Sec. III. Section IV describes the
analogous calculation for S*→Tg; in this case, the E2 con-
tribution has to be computed up to O(1/mQLx2), which re-
quires two additional couplings. The decays S→Tg are ana-
lyzed in Sec. V; as in the previous cases the M1 amplitude is
calculated up to O(1/Lx2), while the E2 contribution is found
to be O(1/mQ3 Lx2) and thus extremely suppressed. In each
section we derive relations among amplitudes for different
baryons within the same multiplet and between charm and
bottom baryons. These relations are valid at lowest order in
HHCPT and we prove that they still hold after one-loop chi-
ral corrections are included. Comparing our expectation for
the widths to the leading order HHCPT estimate, we find that
the infrared effect due to electromagnetic interactions of light
pseudoscalar mesons can greatly enhance these widths. This
is particularly true for the E2 contributions which are found
to be infrared divergent in the exact chiral limit. We also
give some comments on results existing in the literature. Fi-
nally, Sec. VI summarizes our conclusions.
II. HHCPT FORMALISM FOR MAGNETIC MOMENTS
The light degrees of freedom in the ground state of a
baryon with one heavy quark can be either in a sl50 or in a
sl51 configuration. The first one corresponds to JP5 12 1
baryons, which are annihilated by Ti(v) fields transforming
as a 3¯ under the chiral subgroup SU(3)L1R and as a doublet
under the HQET SU(2)v . In the second case, sl51, the spin
of the heavy quark and the light degrees of freedom combine
together to form JP5 32 1 and J5 12 1 baryons, which are de-©2000 The American Physical Society09-1
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annihilated by the Rarita-Schwinger field Sm*
i j(v), while the
spin-12 baryons are destroyed by the Dirac field Si j(v). It is
very useful to combine both operators into the so-called su-
perfield @14,15#
Sm
i j~v !5A13~gm1vm!g5Si j~v !1Sm*i j~v !,
S¯ i j
m~v !52A13S¯ i j~v !g5~gm1vm!1S¯ i j*m~v !,
~1!
which transforms as a 6 under SU(3)L1R and as a doublet
under SU(2)v and is symmetric in the i, j indices.
The particle assignment for the J51/2 charmed baryons
of the 3¯ and 6 representations is
~T1 ,T2 ,T3!5~Jc
0
,2Jc
1
,Lc
1!, ~2!
Si j5S Sc11 A12Sc1 A12Jc18A12Sc1 Sc0 A12Jc08
A12Jc18 A
1
2Jc
08 Vc
0
D ,
~3!
and the corresponding bottom baryons are
~T1 ,T2 ,T3!5~Jb
2
,2Jb
0
,Lb
0!, ~4!
Si j5S Sb1 A12Sb0 A12Jb08A12Sb0 Sb2 A12Jb28
A12Jb08 A
1
2Jb
28 Vb
2
D .
~5!
The J53/2 partners of the baryons in Eqs. ~3! and ~5! have
the same SU(3)V assignments in Sm*i j .
Goldstone bosons are parametrized as
F5SA12p01A16h p1 K1p2 2A12p01A16h K0
K2 K¯ 0 2A23h
D ,
~6!
and appear in the Lagrangian via the exponential representa-
tion j[exp(iF/A2 f p), being f p;93 MeV the pion decay
constant.09400The lowest-order chiral Lagrangian describing the soft
hadronic and electromagnetic interactions of these baryons in
the infinite heavy quark mass limit is given by @7#
L (0)52iS¯ i jm~vD !Smi j1DSTS¯ i jmSmi j1iT¯ i~vD !Ti
1ig2«mnslS¯ ik
m vn~js! j
i~Sl! jk1g3@e i jkT¯ i~jm! l
jSm
kl
1e i jkS¯ kl
m ~jm! j
lTi# . ~7!
In this formula, the heavy-baryon covariant derivatives are
DmSn
i j5]mSn
i j1~Gm!k
i Sn
k j1~Gm!k
j Sn
ik2ieA m@QQSni j1Qki Snk j
1Qkj Snik# ,
DmTi5]mTi2T j~Gm! i
j2ieA m@QQTi2T jQij# , ~8!
where A m is the electromagnetic field, QQ is the heavy-
quark charge, the light-quark charge matrix Q is given by
Q5S 23 2 13
2
1
3
D , ~9!
and the Goldstone mesons appear through axial-vector, jm ,
and vector, Gm , fields
jm5
i
2 ~jDmj
†2j†Dmj!, Gm5
1
2 ~jDmj
†1j†Dmj!,
~10!
with Dmj5]mj2ieA m@Q ,j# .
Because of the different spin configuration of the light
degrees of freedom there is an intrinsic mass difference,
DST[M S2M T , between the sextet and triplet baryon mul-
tiplets. Notice that a direct coupling of the pseudo-Goldstone
bosons to the 3¯ baryons is forbidden at lowest order in 1/Lx .
The first contributions to the transitions we are consider-
ing come from the following.
~1! The next order (D55) in the baryon chiral Lagrang-
ian @7#
L (long)5 e
Lx
$icStr @S¯mQSn1S¯mSnQ#Fmn
1cST@e i jkT¯ ivmQljSnkl1e i jkS¯ n ,klvmQ jlTi#F˜ mn%,
~11!
where cS and cST are unknown chiral couplings and F˜ mn
5«mnabFab . We will take Lx54p f p.1.2 GeV, which
fixes the normalization of these couplings. A long-distance
magnetic moment interaction for just the T baryons does not
exist, since their light quarks are in a sl50 configuration.
~2! Terms of order 1/mQ in the heavy quark expansion
which break both spin and flavor symmetries @7#9-2
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¯
i j
l ~ iD !2Sl
i j2
eQQ
4mQ
S¯ i j
l smnSl
i jFmn
1
1
2mQ
T¯ i~ iD !2Ti1
eQQ
4mQ
T¯ ismnTiFmn. ~12!
~3! Chiral loops of Goldstone bosons coupled to photons, as
described by the lowest-order Lagrangian.
III. RESULTS FOR S*\Sg DECAYS
We will decompose our results in two different ampli-
tudes
A~B*→Bg!5AM1OM11AE2OE2 , ~13!
where the corresponding M1 and E2 operators are defined
by
OM15eB¯ gmg5Bn* Fmn,
OE25ieB¯ gmg5Bn*va~]mFan1]nFam!. ~14!
The leading contributions to M1 transitions come from the
light- and heavy-quark magnetic interactions which are of
O(1/Lx) and O(1/mQ), respectively. We have computed the
next-to-leading chiral corrections of O(1/Lx2), which origi-
nate from the loop diagrams shown in Fig. 1.
The resulting M1 amplitudes can be written as
AM1~B*!5
1
A3 S 2 QQmQ 2 2cs3Lx ax~B*!
1g2
2 DST
4~4p f p!2
ag2~B*!1g3
2 mK
4p f p2
ag3~B*!D .
~15!
FIG. 1. Meson loops contributing to S*→Sg .09400In Table I we show the values of the coefficients ai(B*) for
the decays of baryons containing one charm or bottom quark.
In the table,
I i[I~DST ,mi!52S 221logmi2
m2
D
12
ADST2 2mi2
DST
logS DST1ADST2 2mi2
DST2ADST2 2mi2
D . ~16!
Due to flavor symmetry, all contributions are equal for
charm and bottom baryons, with the only exception being the
term proportional to the heavy quark electric charge (Qc5
12/3,Qb521/3). The calculation of the decay amplitudes
closely follows the one reported in Ref. @16# for the magnetic
moments of the S (*) baryons. Thus, we list the arguments
common to both calculations:
~1! Contributions of O1/(mQLx) can be neglected for
the b baryons. For the c baryons, they are expected to be
smaller than 15% @16#.
~2! The corrections proportional to g2
2 are obtained per-
forming a one-loop integral ~Fig. 1 with an S baryon running
in the loop! that has to be renormalized. The divergent part
of the integral does not depend on the pion or kaon masses
and is instead proportional to the mass of the baryon running
in the loop. If one considers both pion and kaon loops the
divergent part respects the SU(3) structure of the chiral mul-
tiplet and can be canceled with an operator of the form
i
e
Lx
2 tr @S¯m~vDSn!Q2~vDS¯m!SnQ#Fmn. ~17!
This is the most general dimension-6 chiral- and Lorentz-
invariant operator, constructed out of Sm
i j and QFmn, preserv-
ing parity and time-reversal invariance, which contributes to
the M1 amplitudes. When the equation of motion i(v
D)Sm5DSTSm is applied, its contribution is of the same
form as the term proportional to cs in Eq. ~11!. Thus, the
local contribution from the operator in Eq. ~17! can be taken
into account, together with the lowest-order term in Eq. ~11!,
through an effective coupling cS(m). The scale m depen-
dence of the loop integrals is exactly canceled by the corre-
sponding dependence of the coefficient cS(m);
~3! The contribution proportional to g3
2 involves a loop
integral with a baryon of the T multiplet running in the loop.
Since the Lagrangian does not have any mass term for TTABLE I. Contributions to M1 amplitudes for S*→Sg .
c quark b quark ax ag2 ag3
Sc
11*→Sc11g Sb1*→Sb1g 2 Ip 1 IK 11mp /mK
Sc
1*→Sc1g Sb0*→Sb0g 1/2 IK/2 1/2
Sc
0*→Sc0g Sb2*→Sb2g 21 2Ip 2mp /mK
Jc
08*→Jc08g Jb28*→Jb28g 21 2(Ip1IK)/2 2(11mp /mK)/2
Jc
18*→Jc18g Jb08*→Jb08g 1/2 Ip/2 mp /(2mK)
Vc
0*→Vc0g Vb2*→Vb2g 21 2IK 219-3
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tional to the mass of the light mesons.
In order to see the behavior of I(DST ,m) with the meson
mass we have plotted it in Fig. 2, for m51 GeV and DST as
in Table II. We see that the value of I(DST ,m) raises con-
siderably in the limit of zero Goldstone-boson mass.
From Table I, one can derive the following linearly inde-
pendent relations for the M1 amplitudes of the S*→Sg de-
cays containing a charm quark:
AM1~Sc
11*!52AM1~Sc
1*!2AM1~Sc
0*!
52AM1~Jc
18*!2AM1~Vc
0*!,
AM1~Sc
11*!12AM1~Jc
08*!5AM1~Sc
0*!12AM1~Jc
18*!
52
2
A3mc
. ~18!
The O(1/Lx) and O(1/Lx2) contributions cancel in the sum
of the six S*→Sg M1 amplitudes. Therefore, the average
over the baryon sextet measures the O(1/mQ) contribution.
We can write four analogous relations for the bottom
baryons:
AM1~Sb
1*!52AM1~Sb
0*!2AM1~Sb
2*!
52AM1~Jb
08*!2AM1~Vb
2*!,
TABLE II. Constants used in numerical estimates.
f p 93 MeV
mp 140 MeV
mK 496.7 MeV
DST 168 MeV
mc 1.3 GeV
aem(mt) 1/133.3
mb 4.8 GeV
FIG. 2. The scaling of the functions I(DST ,m), Eq. ~16!, and
J(DST ,m), Eq. ~23! as a function of the meson mass m. The dashed
line is I(DST ,m) and the continuous line is J(DST ,m). The scale m
is fixed at 1 GeV and DST5168 MeV.09400AM1~Sb
1*!12AM1~Jb
28*!5AM1~Sb
2*!12AM1~Jb
08*!
5
1
A3mb
. ~19!
Two additional equations relate b and c baryons:
A~Sc
1*!2A~Sc
11*!5A~Sb
0*!2A~Sb
1*!,
A~Sc
1*!2A~Jc
18*!5A~Sb
0*!2A~Jb
08*!. ~20!
The same diagram in Fig. 1 generates the leading contri-
butions to E2 transitions. The graph is of O(1/Lx2) and one
has to include all chiral counterterms up to this order. There
is only one operator with these features,
i
4
ecS
E2
Lx
2 tr @S¯mQSn1S¯mSnQ#va~]mFan1]nFam!, ~21!
and so only one new unknown constant (cSE2) appears. The
E2 amplitudes can be written analogously to the M1 case:
AE2~B*!5
1
6A3 S cSE2Lx2 bx~B*!2 g2
2
4~4p f p!2
bg2~B*!
2
g3
2
4p f p2
bg3~B*!D . ~22!
The coefficients bi are shown in Table III, where
Ji[J~DST ,mi!5
]
]DST
@DSTI~DST ,mi!# ,
Ji
05 lim
D→0
Ji5212ip1log mi /m . ~23!
The scale dependence of cS
E2(m) cancels the one coming
from the loop calculation. While the behavior of J(DST ,mi)
does not change much when one varies the meson mass ~see
Fig. 2!, Ji
0 is infrared divergent in the exact chiral limit. This
divergence can be responsible for a considerable enhance-
ment of the electric dipole effects.
The M1 and E2 amplitudes have identical SU(3) struc-
ture. Therefore, we can construct for the E2 amplitudes ex-
actly the same relations as in the M1 case @Eqs. ~18!–~20!#.
However, as there are no 1/mQ terms contributing to E2, the
last equations in Eqs. ~18! and ~19! must be replaced by
AE2~Sc
11*!12AE2~Jc
08*!5AE2~Sc
0*!12AE2~Jc
18*!50,
~24!
and
AE2~Sb
1*!12AE2~Jb
28*!5AE2~Sb
2*!12AE2~Jb
08*!50.
~25!
The electromagnetic decay widths are given by9-4
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c quark b quark bx bg2 bg3
Sc
11*→Sc11g Sb1*→Sb1g 2 Jp 1 JK Jp0 1 JK0
Sc
1*→Sc1g Sb0*→Sb0g 1/2 JK/2 JK0 /2
Sc
0*→Sc0g Sb2*→Sb2g 21 2Jp 2Jp0
Jc
08*→Jc08g Jb28*→Jb28g 21 2(Jp1JK)/2 2(Jp
0 1JK
0 )/2
Jc
18*→Jc18g Jb08*→Jb08g 1/2 Jp/2 Jp
0 /2
Vc
0*→Vc0g Vb2*→Vb2g 21 2JK 2JK0G~S*→Sg!5 4aem3
Eg
3 M S
M S*
~ uAM1u213Eg
2 uAE2u2!,
~26!
where M S* and M S are the masses of the initial and final
baryons and Eg the energy of the outgoing photon.
The E2 amplitudes come at higher chiral order with re-
spect to the M1 ones. Therefore, the E2 contribution to the
total width is suppressed by a factor (Eg /Lx)2;5%. In
principle, it should be possible to determine experimentally
the ratio AE2 /AM1 by studying the angular distribution of
photons from the decay of polarized baryons @13,17,18#. The
Fermilab E-791 experiment has reported @19# a significant
polarization effect on the production of Lc baryons, which
perhaps could be useful in future measurements of these
electromagnetic decays.
In order to provide an absolute theoretical prediction for
all the decay widths, it is necessary to have an estimate of the
couplings cS , g2, and g3 ~we neglect for the moment the
small E2 contamination!. The couplings g2 and g3 have
been calculated theoretically @5,20–22#; we report the results
of these computations in Table IV.
There exists an experimental measurement of g3 from
CLEO coming from the decay Sc*→Lcp @23,24#, g350.99
60.17. The direct measurement of g2 is not possible at
present. However, the quark model relates its value to g3
@24#, yielding g251.4060.25.
The constant cS is a priori unknown and its value should
be extracted from the experiment or predicted by some more
fundamental model. This coupling appears also in the calcu-
lation of the magnetic moments of S (*) baryons @16#. Thus,
the determination of its numerical value via the measurement
of any of these electromagnetic decays, would also provide
an absolute prediction for the magnetic moments.
Having a numerical determination of the couplings g2 and
g3, it is possible to derive a scale independent relation be-
tween any couple of M1 (E2) amplitudes. The combinations09400AM1~B1*!2
ax~B1*!
ax~B2*!
AM1~B2*!, AE2~B1*!2
bx~B1*!
bx~B2*!
AE2~B2*!
~27!
are independent of the unknown coupling cS(m) and can
then be predicted. For instance,
AM1~Sc
11*!12AM1~Sc
0*!
5
1
A3
g3
2
4p f p2
~mK2mp!1
DST
4A3
g2
2
~4p f p!2
~IK2Ip!
2
2
A3mc
. ~28!
In order to get a numerical estimate of the left-hand side of
Eq. ~28!, we set g251.560.3, g350.9960.17 and the rest
of the constants as in Table II. We find then
AM1~Sc
11*!12AM1~Sc
0*!50.5760.67 GeV21. ~29!
The analogous relation for b baryons reads
AM1~Sb
1*!12AM1~Sb
2*!51.5860.66 GeV21. ~30!
The main contribution to these values corresponds to the
chiral loop, with a much smaller correction coming from the
1/mQ term. These sums would be zero if none of the previ-
ous contributions were included. The large errors in Eqs.
~29! and ~30! come from the present uncertainties on g2,3
(;20%). The same consideration holds for all numerical
results in this and in the following sections.
A further comment is now in order. To estimate the im-
portance of the effect of one-loop HHCPT we define the ratio
@see Eq. ~15!#,TABLE IV. Theoretical estimates of g2 and g3.
Model g2 g3
Large Nc @20# 1.88 1.53
Quark model @5# 1.5 1.06
Short-distance QCD sum rule @21# 0.8360.23 0.6760.18
Light-cone QCD sum rules @22# 1.5660.360.3 0.9460.0660.29-5
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3
2~4p f p!
g2
2DST ag2~B*!/414pmKg3
2ag3~B*!
ucS~m!uax~B*!
.
~31!
We find for Lx/2,m,Lx ,
R~Sc
11*!5R~Sb
1*!5R~Jc
08*!5R~Jb
28*!5
3.261.9
ucS~m!u
,
R~Sc
1*!5R~Sb
0*!5R~Vc
0*!5R~Vb
2*!5
5.562.9
ucS~m!u
,
R~Sc
0*!5R~Sb
2*!5R~Jc
18*!5R~Jb
08*!5
1.061.1
ucS~m!u
.
~32!
The scale dependence of this result is not very strong and in
any case within the errors. Naı¨vely one expects ucS(m)u
;O(1). Thus, from Eq. ~32!, we can deduce that the infra-
red effect due to the coupling of the photon to light mesons,
is large on these electromagnetic decays. This affirmation
can be sustained also comparing our results with some esti-
mates existing in the literature ~so far there are no experi-
mental data on S*→Sg decays!. In Ref. @12# the three de-
cays Sb*→Sbg are predicted, using light cone QCD sum
rules; these results respect the HQET and chiral symmetries
and agree with the first of our relations in Eq. ~19!, provided
the proper relative signs among the amplitudes are chosen,
namely,
AG~Sb*1→Sb1g!2AG~Sb*2→Sb2g!
2AG~Sb*0→Sb0g!
50.98. ~33!
In order to derive this number from the results of Ref. @12#,
we have made use of the baryon masses in Table V. How-
ever, in Ref. @12# all coupling constants are determined at
leading order in HQET. Writing
cS~m!MS5cS
01
cS1~m!MS
Lx
, ~34!
we derive @consistently with Eq. ~33!# from Ref. @12#
21.6,cS
0,21.2 or 1.3,cS
0,1.7 ~35!
depending on the overall sign of the amplitudes.1 Thus Ref.
@12#, obtains the expected order of magnitude of cS
0
, how-
ever, the important chiral effect due to the photon-meson
coupling is not taken into account . Thus, choosing the sign
between the amplitudes consistently with Eq. ~33!, it is im-
possible to deduce Eq. ~30! from their calculation. Reference
@10# estimates these same decay rates and its results are con-
sistent with Ref. @12# so that the same comments are valid
also for this reference. These considerations apply also if one
1The difference in the absolute value of positive and negative
interval in Eq. ~35! is due to the heavy quark term in Eq. ~15!.09400considers the computation of the decays Sc*→Scg of Ref.
@24#. In this case the first of our relations in Eq. ~18! is
exactly fulfilled and we can derive ucS
0u5161. We note,
however, that the predictions of Refs. @10,11# and Ref. @24#
for G(Sc*1→Sc1g) are in desagreement as a much higher
rate is predicted in the first two references.
IV. RESULTS FOR S*\Tg DECAYS
The M1 and E2 operators for these decays are defined as
in Eq. ~14!. Similarly to what we have done in the previous
paragraph, we write the M1 amplitude for S*→Tg decays
as
AM1~B*!52A2
cST
Lx
ax~B*!1g2g3
DST
2A2~4p f p!2
ag~B*!.
~36!
The values of the coefficients ai are written in Table VI.
The first term in Eq. ~36! comes from the Lagrangian
~11!, while the second one corresponds to the diagram of
Fig. 3. As in the case of S*→Sg , when all Goldstone boson
loops are included, the scale m dependence of the loop dia-
gram is canceled by the corresponding dependence of an
effective cST(m). After applying the equations of motion, the
TABLE V. Masses of charm and bottom baryons. All masses of
b baryons ~except Lb
0) and the ones of Sc1* , Vc0* have been esti-
mated theoretically in Ref. @25#. The measured masses are taken
from @26#.
c baryons M ~MeV! b baryons M ~MeV!
Jc
0 2470.361.8 Jb
2 5805.768.1
Jc
1 2465.661.4 Jb0 5805.768.1
Lc
1 2284.960.6 Lb0 562469
Sc
11 2452.860.6 Sb1 5824.269.0
Sc
1 2453.660.9 Sb0 5824.269.0
Sc
0 2452.260.6 Sb2 5824.269.0
Jc
08 2577.363.2 Jb28 5950.968.5
Jc
18 2573.463.1 Jb08 5950.968.5
Vc
0 2704.064.0 Vb
2 6068.7611.1
Sc
11* 2519.461.5 Sb1* 5840.068.8
Sc
1* 2518.662.2 Sb0* 5840.068.8
Sc
0* 2517.561.4 Sb2* 5840.068.8
Jc
08* 2643.861.8 Jb28* 5966.168.3
Jc
18* 2644.662.1 Jb08* 5966.168.3
Vc
0* 2760.564.9 Vb2* 6083.2611.0
TABLE VI. Contributions to M1 amplitudes for S*→Tg .
c quark b quark ax ag
Sc
1*→Lc1g Sb0*→Lb0g 1 2Ip1IK/2
Jc
18*→Jc1g Jb08*→Jb0g 1 Ip/212IK
Jc
08*→Jc0g Jb28*→Jb2g 0 2Ip/21IK/29-6
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M1 amplitude coming from O(1/Lx2) counterterms, namely
ie i jkQlj~T¯ i~vDSnkl!2~vDS¯ nkl!Ti!vmF˜ mn,
ie i jkQlj~T¯ i~DmSnkl!2~DmS¯ nkl!Ti!F˜ mn. ~37!
Our result in Eq. ~36! does not depend on the heavy quark
charge or mass. We thus obtain the same predictions for
charm and bottom baryons. All constants can be eliminated
in the relations
AM1~Sc
1*!2AM1~Jc
18*!523AM1~Jc
08*!,
AM1~Sb
0*!2AM1~Jb
08*!523AM1~Jb
28*!. ~38!
It is interesting to notice that AM1(Jc08*) does not depend
on cST . Since at O(1/Lx2) this decay does not get any con-
tribution from local terms, its M1 amplitude results from a
finite chiral loop calculation ~it cannot be divergent because
there is no possible counter-term to renormalize it!, so that
we have an absolute prediction for its value in terms of g2
and g3. Using for g2 and g3 the same values as in Eq. ~29!,
we find
GM1~Jc
08*!55.162.7 keV. ~39!
Lower estimates of this decay width are reported in Ref.
@11#, GM1(Jc08*)50.6860.04 keV, and in Ref. @24#,
GM1(Jc08*)51.1 keV. These authors do not consider chiral
corrections to their result which cannot be neglected. In par-
ticular, the result of Ref. @24# is worth a further comment.
The effective coupling to the M1 operator in this decay is
estimated using the nonrelativistic quark model. This cou-
pling is found to be proportional to 1/M d21/M s , where
M d ,s are the constituent quark mass of the down and strange
quarks, respectively. However,
1
M d
2
1
M s
5
M s2M d
M sM d
;OS mK2 2mp2
Lx
3 D . ~40!
Thus, the effect they calculate represents a higher-order cor-
rection to our result.
The corresponding decay for b baryons, Jb
28*→Jb2g
can also be predicted, using the existing estimates for the
masses of these baryons ~see Table V!,
FIG. 3. Meson loops contributing to S (*)→Tg .09400GM1~Jb
28*!54.262.4 keV. ~41!
The dominant error of Eqs. ~39! and ~41! comes from the
determination of the couplings g2,3 .
The E2 amplitude in S*→Tg is suppressed by an extra
power of 1/mQ . The first non-zero contributions come at
O(1/mQLx2). At this order we find
~i! a divergent contribution @13# arising from the lowest-
order Lagrangian ~7!, through the loop in Fig. 3, which is
proportional to the mass splitting between S and S* baryons
@27#,
DM Q53
l2S
mQ
; ~42!
~ii! a spin symmetry-breaking operator of O(1/mQ),
L 85i g8
mQ
@e i jkT¯ ismn~jm! l
jSn
kl1e i jkS¯ kl
m smn~j
n! j
lTi# ,
~43!
which gives rise to divergent loop diagrams, as the one in
Fig. 3, where one of the vertices is proportional to g8;
~iii! further, there are finite contributions of the same or-
der coming from
2i
cT
E2
mQLx
2 e i jkT¯
ismnQljSakl]aF˜ mn. ~44!
We could also include the operator
ie i jkT¯ ismnQljSakl]nF˜ ma, ~45!
but its contribution is proportional to that in Eq. ~44! up to
higher order corrections.
Finally, the E2 amplitude can be written as
AE2~B*!52
1
A2
cT
E2
mQLx
2 bx~B*!
2
1
24A2
g8g2
mQ~4p f p!2
bg8~B*!
1
l2S
24A2
g2g3
mQ~4p f p!2
bg~B*!. ~46!
The values of the different contributions are collected in
Table VII, where
Gi5
]Ji
]DST
uDST505
2p
mi
. ~47!
We underline the infrared divergent behavior of this term.
Neither the interaction in Eq. ~43! nor the local term Eq. ~44!
have been taken into account in the literature. An estimate of
E2 for Sc
1*→Lc1g is provided in Ref. @13#, considering
only the bg contribution.9-7
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c quark b quark bx bg8 bg
Sc
1*→Lc1g Sb0*→Lb0g 1 2Jp1JK/2 2Gp1GK/2
Jc
1*→Jc1g Jb0*→Jb0g 1 Jp/212JK Gp/212GK
Jc
0*→Jc0g Jb2*→Jb2g 0 2Jp/21JK/2 2Gp/21GK/2By eliminating the unknown coupling constants, one can
deduce the relation
AE2~Sc
1*!2AE2~Jc
18*!523AE2~Jc
08*!. ~48!
The same relation holds for the corresponding b baryons,
since
AE2~Bb*!5
mc
mb
AE2~Bc*!. ~49!
The decays Jc
0*→Jc0g and Jb2*→Jb2g do not get any
contribution from the local term proportional to cT
E2 ; their
O(1/mQLx2) E2 amplitude is also given by a finite loop cal-
culation. Unfortunately, since the coupling g8 is not known,
there is no absolute prediction in this case. An experimental
measurement of these E2 amplitudes would provide a direct
estimate of g8.
V. RESULTS FOR S\Tg
The calculation of the M1 amplitude for S→Tg decays is
analogous to that of the previous section. Now the M1 op-
erator is defined as
OM15ieB¯ TsmnBSFmn ~50!
and the corresponding amplitude can be written in the form
AM1~B !5
1
A6
cST
Lx
ax~B !2g2g3
DST
4A6~4p f p!2
ag~B !,
~51!
where the coefficients satisfy
ax~B !5ax~B*!, ag~B !5ag~B*!. ~52!
Therefore, relation ~38! is also valid in this case. The widths
of the decays Jc
08→Jc0g and Jb28→Jb2g can be predicted
through a finite loop calculation. From
G~S→Tg!516aem
Eg
3 M T
M S
uAM1u2, ~53!
we find
G~Jc
08!5~1.260.7! keV,
G~Jb
28!5~3.161.8! keV. ~54!09400Again the dominant error in Eq. ~54! is given by the un-
certainty of g2,3 .
As in Sec. III in order to estimate the importance of chiral
corrections we use the ratios @see Eqs. ~36! and ~51!#
R~B (*)!5
g2g3DSTag~B (*)!
16p f pax~B (*)!ucST~m!u
. ~55!
We find ~we consider Lx/2,m,Lx)
R~Sc
1(*)!5R~Sb
0(*)!52~1.660.6!/ucST~m!u,
R~Jc
18(*)!5R~Jb
08(*)52~2.460.8!/ucST~m!u. ~56!
Therefore, the one loop chiral contribution cannot be ne-
glected for ucST(m)u;O(1). In Refs. @11# and @9,24#, nu-
merical values for all Sc
(*)→Tg at O(1/Lx) are given using,
respectively the relativistic three quark model and the con-
stituent quark-model. As in Sec. III we can define
cST~m!MS5cST
0 1
cST1 ~m!MS
Lx
. ~57!
From Refs. @9,11,24# we find
0.83,ucST
0 u,1.6. ~58!
Our results in Eq. ~54! can be compared with other esti-
mates existing in the literature. Reference @11# reports
G(Jc08)50.1760.02 keV, Ref. @28# reports G(Jc08);0.2
keV, while Ref. @9# quotes G(Jc08)50.3 keV. Further, the
same argument as in Sec. IV can also be used now to under-
stand these low values obtained in the constituent quark
model @9#.
For these decays the E2 amplitude is further suppressed
than in the previous cases. The lowest-order contribution ap-
pears at O(1/mQ3 Lx2) and, therefore, can be neglected.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated the electromagnetic one-photon de-
cays S*→Sg and S (*)→Tg using heavy hadron chiral per-
turbation theory. For each of these decays we have provided
an estimate of both the M1 and E2 amplitudes. The compu-
tation of the M1 amplitudes up to O(1/Lx2) involves the
introduction of the unknown constants cS for S*→Sg and
cST for S (*)→Tg . Eliminating these couplings we derive
relations among different amplitudes. Moreover, since charm
and bottom baryons are described by the same arbitrary con-
stants, we can connect the amplitudes of the two kinds of
hadrons.9-8
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the three kinds of decays: O(1/Lx2) for S*→Sg ,
O(1/mQLx2) for S*→Tg and O(1/mQ3 Lx2) for S→Tg . They
introduce additional unknown constants: cS
E2 for S*→Sg;
cT
E2 and g8 for S*→Tg ~the E2 amplitude for S→Tg is
completely negligible!. The E2 effects can be strongly en-
hanced by a term which is infrared divergent in the exact
chiral limit. The possibility of measuring the ratio AE2 /AM1,
using polarized initial baryons, has been suggested in Ref.
@13# and could be performed with an analysis of the photon
distribution.
Furthermore, we obtain an absolute prediction for
G(Jc08(*)→Jc0g) and G(Jb28(*)→Jb2g). At O(1/Lx2),
these decay widths do not get any contribution from local
terms in the Lagrangian and, therefore, their values are fixed
by a finite chiral loop calculation.09400Finally, we have shown that chiral loops involving
photon-meson coupling cannot be neglected in the computa-
tion of the amplitudes of these decays. These interactions
generate the dominant contribution to the electromagnetic
decays of heavy baryons.
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